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Summer Craft Club: Adults of all ages are welcome to enjoy this FREE program at the library. 
Bring a friend, have fun and be creative! Registration is required --Pick and choose, or come to all 
four Wednesday evenings: July 11, 6:30pm -- Beaded Key Chains or Bracelets, July 25, 6:30pm -- 
Stamped Bookmark & Gift Box, August 8, 6:30pm -- Découpage or Painted Plant Pots, August 22, 
6:30pm -- Framed Wall Art Piece  
 
Book Club: For  our  July 3 meeting we are reading Rebecca by Daphne du Maur ier . Working 
as a lady's companion, the heroine of Rebecca learns her place. Her future looks bleak until, on a trip 
to the South of France, she meets Max de Winter, a handsome widower whose sudden proposal of 
marriage takes her by surprise. She accepts, but whisked from glamorous Monte Carlo to the omi-
nous and brooding Manderley, the new Mrs. de Winter finds Max a changed man. And the memory 
of his dead wife Rebecca is forever kept alive by the forbidding housekeeper, Mrs. Danvers.  
 
Friends of the Library Book Sale: We are gratefully seeking donations for  our  annual 
Lacombe Days Book Sale. Donations may be dropped off at the library any time during open hours. 
The book sale will take place on July 28, 10am-4pm in the Servus Credit Union Room in the LMC. 
 
Colouring Club for Adults: July 18 and August 15, drop-in 6-8pm in the library. Relax, unwind and 
enjoy quiet conversation while being creative. All materials provided. This program is free to attend. 
Adults and older teens only, please. Held every other Wednesday —see our website for upcoming 
dates. 
 
Four Eyes Film Series: Our  popular  film ser ies will resume in September . Our  fall line-up will 
be announced the end of summer. Stay tuned! 
 
Armchair Travel and Local History series: will resume in the fall. 
 
Children’s Programs: Our  free, drop-in Summer Reading Program for ages 2-13 runs July 3 
through August 17. Visit our website for days and times. Registration for regular children’s programs 
will take place Tuesday, September 4 at 10am. Classes run September 11 through October 26 and 
November 6 through December 21. There is a fee of $5 (or a craft supply donation) per family. 
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10am-5pm 
Sunday & Stat Holidays 
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New Book Spotlight 
A selection of our recent acquisitions 

Auntie Poldi and the Sicilian Lions by Mario Giordano, translated by John Brownjohn 
On her sixtieth birthday, Auntie Poldi retires to Sicily, intending to while away the rest of her days with good wine, 
a view of the sea, and few visitors. But Sicily isn’t quite the tranquil island she thought it would be, and something 
always seems to get in the way of her relaxation. When her handsome young handyman goes missing—and is dis-
covered murdered—she can’t help but ask questions . . . Soon there’s an investigation, a smoldering police inspec-
tor, a romantic entanglement, one false lead after another, a rooftop showdown, and finally, of course, Poldi herself, 
slightly tousled, but still perfectly poised. This “masterly treat” will transport you to the rocky shores of Torre 
Archirafi, to a Sicily full of quirky characters, scorching days, and velvety nights, alongside a protagonist who’s as 
fiery as the Sicilian sun.  This is the fist in the Tante Poldi series 
 
Cold Skies by Thomas King  
Thumps DreadfulWater has finally found some peace and quiet. His past as a California cop now far behind him, 
he’s living out his retirement as a fine-arts photographer in the small town of Chinook. His health isn’t great, and he 
could use a new stove, but as long as he’s got his cat and a halfway decent plate of eggs, life is good. All that 
changes when a body turns up on the eve of a major water conference and the understaffed sheriff’s department 
turns to Thumps for help. Thumps wants none of it, but even he is intrigued when he learns the deceased was devel-
oping a new technology that could revolutionize water and oil drilling . . . and that could also lose some very pow-
erful people a lot of money. As strangers begin to pour into Chinook for the conference, Thumps finds himself sink-
ing deeper and deeper into a conflict between secretive players who will kill to get what they want.    
 
Shadow Child by Rahna Reiko Rizzuto 
A haunting and suspenseful literary tale set in 1970s New York City and World War II-era Japan, about three 
strong women, the dangerous ties of family and identity, and the long shadow our histories can cast. Twin sisters 
Hana and Kei grew up in a tiny Hawaiian town in the 1950s and 1960s, so close they shared the same nickname. 
Raised in dreamlike isolation by their loving but unstable mother, they were fatherless, mixed-race, and utterly in-
separable, devoted to one another. But when their cherished threesome with Mama is broken, and then further shat-
tered by a violent, nearly fatal betrayal that neither young woman can forgive, it seems their bond may be severed 
forever--until, six years later, Kei arrives on Hana's lonely Manhattan doorstep with a secret that will change every-
thing. Told in interwoven narratives that glide seamlessly between the gritty streets of New York, the lush and dan-
gerous landscape of Hawaii, and the horrors of the Japanese internment camps and the bombing of Hiroshima, 

Shadow Child is set against an epic sweep of history. Volcanos, tsunamis, abandonment, racism, and war form the urgent, unforget-
table backdrop of this intimate, evocative, and deeply moving story of motherhood, sisterhood, and second chances.       

 
The Word Is Murder by Anthony Horowitz 
She planned her own funeral--but did she arrange her murder? A wealthy woman strangled six hours after she’s 
arranged her own funeral. A very private detective uncovering secrets but hiding his own. A reluctant author drawn 
into a story he can’t control. What do they have in common? Unexpected death, an unsolved mystery and a trail of 
bloody clues lie at the heart of Anthony Horowitz's page-turning new thriller.    
 
 
 
 
 
Keetsahnak / Our Missing and Murdered Indigenous Sisters edited by Kim Anderson  
In Keetsahnak, the tension between personal, political, and public action is brought home starkly. This important 
collective volume both witnesses the significance of the travelling exhibition Walking With Our Sisters and creates 
a model for antiviolence work from an Indigenous perspective. The contributors look at the roots of violence and 
how it diminishes life for all. They acknowledge the destruction wrought by colonial violence, and also look at con-
troversial topics such as lateral violence, challenges in working with "tradition," and problematic notions involved 
in "helping." Through stories of resilience, resistance, and activism, the editors give voice to powerful personal tes-
timony and allow for the creation of knowledge. Contributors: Kim Anderson, Tracy Bear, Christi Belcourt, Robyn 
Bourgeois, Rita Bouvier, Maria Campbell, Maya Chacaby, Madeleine Dion Stout, Downtown Eastside Power of 
Women Group, Susan Gingell, Michelle Good, Laura Harjo, Sarah Hunt, Robert Innes, Beverley Jacobs, Tanya 

Kappo, Tara Kappo, Lyla Kinoshameg, Helen Knott, Erin Konsmo, Sandra Lamouche, Jo-Anne Lawless, Kelsey Leonard, Ann-
Marie Livingston, Brenda MacDougall, Sylvia Maracle, Jenell Navarro, Darlene Okemaysim-Sicotte, Pahan Pte San Win, Ramona 
Reece, Kimberly Robertson, Leanne Simpson, Christine Sy, Alexandria Wilson. 
 
 



Read-alikes 
Discover new books & authors 

Fascinating Microhistories 
 
The Professor and the Madman: A Tale of Murder, Insanity and the Making of the Oxford English Dictionary by Simon Winchester  
The Professor and the Madman, masterfully researched and eloquently written, is an extraordinary tale of madness, genius, and the 
incredible obsessions of two remarkable men that led to the making of the Oxford English Dictionary -- and literary history. The 
compilation of the OED, begun in 1857, was one of the most ambitious projects ever undertaken. As definitions were collected, the 
overseeing committee, led by Professor James Murray, discovered that one man, Dr. W. C. Minor, had submitted more than ten 
thousand. When the committee insisted on honoring him, a shocking truth came to light: Dr. Minor, an American Civil War veteran, 
was also an inmate at an asylum for the criminally insane.   

 
The Swimsuit by Sarah Kennedy  
The Swimsuit pays glorious, glossy tribute to bathing wear in all its incarnations. It marries design history to stunning photography, 
showcasing images of vintage costumes along with illustrations gathered from diverse sources: fashion magazines, advertising, and 
manufacturers’ archives, including that of the Portland Knitting Company (later, Jantzen) and Cole of California. Organized chrono-
logically, the book focuses on such special topics as the bikini, beauty pageants, and brands, as well as the creations of the great 
couture houses of the early twentieth century and present day swimsuit-only designers. Intriguing visually and historically, The 
Swimsuit is not just about an item of clothing; it is about women themselves—the way they’ve styled themselves and their relation-
ship to their own bodies—set against a fabulous background of social changes and trends.   
 
The Origin of Feces: What Excrement Tells Us about Evolution, Ecology, and a Sustainable Society by David Waltner-Toews  
An entertaining and enlightening exploration of why waste matters, this cultural history explores an often ignored subject matter and 
makes a compelling argument for a deeper understanding of human and animal waste. Approaching the subject from a variety of 
perspectives: evolutionary, ecological, and cultural, this examination shows how integral excrement is to biodiversity, agriculture, 
public health, food production and distribution, and global ecosystems. From primordial ooze, dung beetles, bug frass, cat scats, and 
flush toilets to global trade, pandemics, and energy. This is the awesome, troubled, uncensored story of feces.          
 
At Home: A Short History of Private Life by Bill Bryson  
“Houses aren’t refuges from history. They are where history ends up.” Bill Bryson and his family live in a Victorian parsonage in a 
part of England where nothing of any great significance has happened since the Romans decamped. Yet one day, he began to con-
sider how very little he knew about the ordinary things of life as he found it in that comfortable home. To remedy this, he formed 
the idea of journeying about his house from room to room to “write a history of the world without leaving home.” The bathroom 
provides the occasion for a history of hygiene; the bedroom, sex, death, and sleep; the kitchen, nutrition and the spice trade; and so 
on, as Bryson shows how each has figured in the evolution of private life. Whatever happens in the world, he demonstrates, ends up 
in our house, in the paint and the pipes and the pillows and every item of furniture.            
 
Proust and the Squid: The Story and Science of the Reading Brain by Maryanne Wolf  
"Human beings were never born to read," writes Tufts University cognitive neuroscientist and child development expert Maryanne 
Wolf. Reading is a human invention that reflects how the brain rearranges itself to learn something new. In this ambitious, provoca-
tive book, Wolf chronicles the remarkable journey of the reading brain not only over the past five thousand years, since writing be-
gan, but also over the course of a single child's life, showing in the process why children with dyslexia have reading difficulties and 
singular gifts. Lively, erudite, and rich with examples, Proust and the Squid asserts that the brain that examined the tiny clay tablets 
of the Sumerians was a very different brain from the one that is immersed in today's technology-driven literacy. The potential trans-
formations in this changed reading brain, Wolf argues, have profound implications for every child and for the intellectual develop-
ment of our species.  
 
Cooked : A Natural History of Transformation by Michael Pollan 
Michael Pollan explores the previously uncharted territory of his own kitchen. Here, he discovers the enduring power of the four 
classical elements-- fire, water, air, and earth-- to transform the stuff of nature into delicious things to eat and drink. In the course of 
his journey, he discovers that the cook occupies a special place in the world, standing squarely between nature and culture. Both 
realms are transformed by cooking, and so, in the process, is the cook. 
 
Wicked Plants: The Weed That Killed Lincoln's Mother and Other Botanical Atrocities by Amy Stewart 
A tree that sheds poison daggers; a glistening red seed that stops the heart; a shrub that causes paralysis; a vine that strangles; and a 
leaf that triggered a war. In W icked Plants, Stewart takes on over two hundred of Mother Nature’s most appalling creations. It’s an 
A to Z of plants that kill, maim, intoxicate, and otherwise offend. You’ll learn which plants to avoid (like exploding shrubs), which 
plants make themselves exceedingly unwelcome (like the vine that ate the South), and which ones have been killing for centuries 
(like the weed that killed Abraham Lincoln's mother).  Menacing botanical illustrations and splendidly ghastly drawings create a 
fascinating portrait of the evildoers that may be lurking in your own backyard. Drawing on history, medicine, science, and legend, 
this compendium of bloodcurdling botany will entertain, alarm, and enlighten even the most intrepid gardeners and nature lovers.  



Adult Fiction 
 
Jussi Adler-Olsen - The Washington Decree 
Boris Akunin - Coronation 
Rumaan Alam - That Kind of Mother 
Jeffrey Archer - Heads You Win 
Kate Atkinson - Transcription 
David Baldacci - Long Road to Mercy 
M.C. Beaton - The Dead Ringer 
Raymond Benson - In the Hush of the Night 
Alex Berenson - The Deceivers 
Elizabeth Berg - Night of Miracles 
Lou Berney - November Road 
Sara Blaedel - The Undertaker’s Daughter 
Tracy Borman - King’s Witch 
Gail Bowen - Darkness of the Heart 
William Boyle - Gravesend 
John Boyne - A Ladder to the Sky 
Benet Brandreth - Spy of Venice 
Ken Bruen - In the Galway Silence 
Sharon Butala - Zara’s Dead 
Stephanie Butland - The Lost for Words Bookshop  
Katherine J. Chen - Mary B 
Ann Cleeves - Wild Fire 
Lee Child - Past Tense 
Paulo Coelho - Hippie 
Craig Davidson - Saturday Night Ghost Club 
Patrick Dewitt - French Exit 
Carola Dunn - The Corpse at the Crystal Palace 
Paul Doherty - The Mansions of Murder 
Tim Dorsey - The Pope of Palm Beach 
Guido Eeckhaut - Absinthe 
Barbara Erskine - The Ghost Tree 
Janet Evanovich - Look Alive Twenty-Five 
Jessica Fellowes - Bright Young Dead 
Mick Finaly - The Murder Pit 
Jack Ford - Chariot on the Mountain 
Felix Francis - Pulse 
Nicci French - The Day of the Dead 
R.J. Gadney - Albert Einstein Speaking 
Kathleen O’Neal Gear - Maze Master 
Victoria Glendinning - The Butcher’s Daughter 
Vesna Goldsworthy - Monsieur Ka 
Ann Granger - Unfinished Murder 
Tamsin Gray - She’s Not There 
Steve Hamilton - Honorable Assassin 
Kristin Hannah - The Great Alone 
Jane Harpen - Force of Nature 
Edwin Hill - Little Comfort  
Emma Hooper - Our Homesick Songs 
Maria Hummel - Still Lives 
Conn Iggulden - The Way Home 
Peter James - Dead if You Don’t 
Jonas Jonasson - The Accidental Further Adventures of the 101 
Year Old Man 
Vaseem Khan -  Murder at the Grand Raj Palace 
Faye Kellerman - Walking Shadows 
Lars Kepler - The Rabbit Hunter 
Marian Keyes - The Break 
Andrea Kleine - Eden 

Giles Kristian - Lancelot 
William Kent Krueger - Desolation Mountain 
John Larison - Whiskey When We’re Dry 
John Lescroart - Poison 
Lillian Li - Duck House 
Elinor Lipman - Good Riddance 
Sarah Maine - Women of the Dunes 
Dervla McTiernan - The Ruin 
Kate Mosse - The Burning Chambers 
Elisabeth Norebäck - Tell Me You’re Mine 
Jessica Pack - As Wide as the Sky 
Jodi Picoult - A Spark of Light 
Louise Penny - Kingdom of the Blind 
Ian Rankin - In a House of Lies 
Eden Robinson - Trickster Drift 
Peter Robinson - Careless Love 
Yrsa Sigurdardottir - The Reckoning 
Karin Slaughter - Pieces of Her 
Dag Solstad - T Singer 
Nicholas Sparks - Every Breath 
Patrick Taylor - An Irish Country Cottage  
Charles Todd - A Forgotten Place  
J.R.R. Tolkien - The Fall of Gondolin 
Tony’s Wife - Adriana Trigiani 
Anne Tyler - Clock Dance 
Miriam Toews - Woman Talking 
Peter Tremayne - Bloodmoon 
Richard Wagamese - Starlight 
Gerald Woodward - Paper Lovers 
Koren Zailckas - The Drama Teacher 
Carlos Ruiz Zafron - The Labyrinth of Spirits 
Kitty Zeldis - Not Our Kind 

 
Adult Non-Fiction 
 
Along the Western Front: Photographs by Leah Hennel 
Happily Ever Esther: Two Men, a Wonder Pig, and Their Life-
Changing Mission to Give Animals a Home by Steve Jenkins 
and Derek Walter 
Who Killed Tom Thomson? by John Little 
The Secret History of Soldiers: How Canadians Survived the 
Great War by Tim Cook 
All Things Consoled: A Daughter’s Memoir by Elizabeth Hay 
Jamie Cooks Italy by Jamie Oliver 
Fly Girls: How Five Daring Women Defied All Odds and Made 
Aviation History by Keith O’Brien 
The Five: The Lives of Jack the Ripper’s Women by Hallie 
Rubenhold 
Gordon Ramsay’s Healthy, Lean and Fit by Gordon Ramsay 
All Our Relations: Finding the Path Forward by Tanya Talaga 
 

Coming Soon! 
The following titles are currently on order. 
Place your request today online, or in person at the Library 



What We’re Reading  
Staff Picks 

Amy 
The Woman in the Window by A.J. Finn  
Anna Fox lives alone—a recluse in her New York City home, unable to venture outside. She spends her day drinking wine (maybe 
too much), watching old movies, recalling happier times . . . and spying on her neighbors. Then the Russells move into the house 
across the way: a father, a mother, their teenage son. The perfect family. But when Anna, gazing out her window one night, sees 
something she shouldn’t, her world begins to crumble—and its shocking secrets are laid bare. What is real? What is imagined? Who 
is in danger? Who is in control? In this diabolically gripping thriller, no one—and nothing—is what it seems.      

 
Carol 
The Last Lecture by Randy Pausch 
A lot of professors give talks titled "The Last Lecture." Professors are asked to consider their demise and to ruminate on what mat-
ters most to them. And while they speak, audiences can't help but mull the same question: What wisdom would we impart to the 
world if we knew it was our last chance? If we had to vanish tomorrow, what would we want as our legacy? When Randy Pausch, a 
computer science professor at Carnegie Mellon, was asked to give such a lecture, he didn't have to imagine it as his last, since he 
had recently been diagnosed with terminal cancer. But the lecture he gave--"Really Achieving Your Childhood Dreams"--wasn't 
about dying. It was about the importance of overcoming obstacles, of enabling the dreams of others, of seizing every moment 
(because "time is all you have...and you may find one day that you have less than you think"). It was a summation of everything 
Randy had come to believe. It was about living. In this book, Randy Pausch has combined the humor, inspiration and intelligence 
that made his lecture such a phenomenon and given it an indelible form. It is a book that will be shared for generations to come. 
"We cannot change the cards we are dealt, just how we play the hand." --Randy Pausch.      
          

Connie 
Divergent by Veronica Roth  
In Beatrice Prior's dystopian Chicago world, society is divided into five factions, each dedicated to the cultivation of a particular 
virtue—Candor (the honest), Abnegation (the selfless), Dauntless (the brave), Amity (the peaceful), and Erudite (the intelligent). On 
an appointed day of every year, all sixteen-year-olds must select the faction to which they will devote the rest of their lives. For 
Beatrice, the decision is between staying with her family and being who she really is—she can't have both. So she makes a choice 
that surprises everyone, including herself. During the highly competitive initiation that follows, Beatrice renames herself Tris and 
struggles alongside her fellow initiates to live out the choice they have made. Together they must undergo extreme physical tests of 
endurance and intense psychological simulations, some with devastating consequences.  
 

Emma Joy 
Romeo and/or Juliet by Ryan North 
What if Romeo never met Juliet? What if Juliet got really buff instead of moping around all day? What if they teamed up to take 
over Verona with robot suits? This choose-your-own-path version of Romeo and Juliet—packed with fun puzzles, secrets, and 
quadrillions of possible storylines—lets you decide where the plot goes every time you read. You might play as Romeo, or as Juliet, 
or as both of them at the same time. You might even unlock additional playable characters!           
 

Julie 
The Past Is Never by Tiffany Quay Tyson 
Siblings Bert, Willet, and Pansy know better than to go swimming at the old rock quarry. According to their father, it's the devil's 
place, a place that's been cursed and forgotten. But Mississippi Delta summer days are scorching hot and they can't resist cooling 
off in the dark, bottomless water. Until the day six-year-old Pansy disappears. Not drowned, not lost . . . simply gone. After years 
with no sign, no hope of ever finding Pansy alive, Bert and Willet have tried to move on. But as surely as their mother died of a 
broken heart, they can't let go. So when clues surface drawing them to the remote tip of Florida, they drop everything and drive 
south. Deep in the murky depths of the Florida Everglades they may find the answer to Pansy's mysterious disappearance . . . but 
truth, like the past, is sometimes better left where it lies. An atmospheric, haunting story of myths, legends, and the good and evil 
we carry in our hearts.      
 

Kirstin 
Precious Cargo: My Year of Driving the Kids on School Bus 3077 by Craig Davidson  
One morning in 2008, desperate and impoverished and living in a one-room basement apartment while trying unsuccessfully to 
write, Davidson plucked a flyer out of his mailbox that read, "Bus Drivers Wanted." That was the first step towards an unlikely new 
career: driving a school bus full of special-needs kids for a year. Armed only with a sense of humour akin to that of his charges, a 
creative approach to the challenge of driving a large, awkward vehicle while corralling a rowdy gang of kids, and surprising but 
unsentimental reserves of empathy, Davidson takes us along for the ride. He shows us how his evolving relationship with the kids 
on that bus, each of them struggling physically as well as emotionally and socially, slowly but surely changed his life along with the 
lives of the "precious cargo" in his care. This is the extraordinary story of that year and those relationships. It is also a moving, im-
portant and universal story about how we see and treat people with special needs in our society.     
 



Mary 
The Woefield Poultry Collective by Susan Juby 
Woefield Farm is a sprawling thirty acres of scrub land, complete with dilapidated buildings and one half-sheared, lonely sheep 
named Bertie. It’s “run”—in the loosest possible sense of the word—by Prudence Burns, an energetic, well-intentioned 20-something 
New Yorker full of back-to-the-land ideals, but without an iota of related skills or experience. Prudence, who inherited the farm from 
her uncle, soon discovers that the bank is about to foreclose on the property, which means that she has to turn things around, fast. But 
fear not! She’ll be assisted by Earl, a spry 70-something, banjo-playing foreman, with a distrust of newfangled ideas and a substantial 
family secret; Seth, the alcoholic, celebrity-blogging guy-next-door, who hasn’t left the house since a scandal with his high-school 
drama teacher; and Sara Spratt, a highly organized eleven-year-old looking for a home for her prize-winning chickens, including one 
particularly randy fellow soon to be christened Alec Baldwin.   
 

Melvyn 
The Forest Unseen by David George Haskell  
In this wholly original book, biologist David Haskell uses a one-square-meter patch of old-growth Tennessee forest as a window onto 
the entire natural world. Visiting it almost daily for one year to trace nature’s path through the seasons, he brings the forest and its 
inhabitants to vivid life. Each of this book’s short chapters begins with a simple observation: a salamander scuttling across the leaf 
litter; the first blossom of spring wildflowers. From these, Haskell spins a brilliant web of biology and ecology, explaining the science 
that binds together the tiniest microbes and the largest mammals and describing the ecosystems that have cycled for thousands—
sometimes millions—of years. Each visit to the forest presents a nature story in miniature as Haskell elegantly teases out the intricate 
relationships that order the creatures and plants that call it home. Written with remarkable grace and empathy, The Forest Unseen is a 
grand tour of nature in all its profundity.        
 

Miranda 
That Kind of Mother by Rumaan Alam  
Like many first-time mothers, Rebecca Stone finds herself both deeply in love with her newborn son and deeply over-
whelmed. Struggling to juggle the demands of motherhood with her own aspirations and feeling utterly alone in the process, she 
reaches out to the only person at the hospital who offers her any real help—Priscilla Johnson—and begs her to come home with them 
as her son’s nanny. Priscilla’s presence quickly does as much to shake up Rebecca’s perception of the world as it does to stabilize her 
life. Rebecca is white, and Priscilla is black, and through their relationship, Rebecca finds herself confronting, for the first time, the 
blind spots of her own privilege. She feels profoundly connected to the woman who essentially taught her what it means to be a moth-
er. When Priscilla dies unexpectedly in childbirth, Rebecca steps forward to adopt the baby. But she is unprepared for what it means 
to be a white mother with a black son. As she soon learns, navigating motherhood for her is a matter of learning how to raise two chil-
dren whom she loves with equal ferocity, but whom the world is determined to treat differently.  

 
Sharon 
The Invisible Ones by Stef Penney 
Rose Janko is missing. It has been seven years since she disappeared, and nobody said a word. Now, following the death of his wife, 
her father Leon feels compelled to find her. Rumour had it she ran off when her baby boy was born with the family's genetic disorder. 
Leon is not so sure. He wants to know the truth and he hires a private investigator to discover it - Ray Lovell. Ray starts to delve 
deeper, but his investigation is hampered by the very people who ought to be helping him - the Jankos. He cannot understand their 
reluctance to help. Why don't they want to find Rose Janko?  
 

Victoria 
The House of Hades by Rick Riordan 
Hazel stands at a crossroads. She and the remaining crew of the Argo II could return home with the Athena Parthenos statue and try to 
stop Camp Half-Blood and Camp Jupiter from going to war. Or they could continue their quest to find the House of Hades, where 
they might be able to open the Doors of Death, rescue their friends Percy and Annabeth from Tartarus, and prevent monsters from 
being reincarnated in the mortal world. Whichever road they decide to take, they have to hurry, because time is running out. Gaea, the 
bloodthirsty Earth Mother, has set the date of August 1 for her rise to power. Annabeth and Percy are overwhelmed. How will the two 
of them make it through Tartarus? Starving, thirsty, and in pain, they are barely able to stumble on in the dark and poisonous land-
scape that holds new horrors at every turn. They have no way of locating the Doors of Death. Even if they did, a legion of Gaea's 
strongest monsters guards the Doors on the Tartarus side. Annabeth and Percy can't exactly launch a frontal assault. Despite the terri-
ble odds, Hazel, Annabeth, Percy, and the other demigods of the prophecy know that there is only one choice: to attempt the impossi-
ble. Not just for themselves, but for everyone they love. Even though love can be the riskiest choice of all.      



Highlights from our Special Film Collection 

Film Picks 

Since Otar Left, directed by Julie Bertuccelli. A family is forced into deception for the sake of their matriarch in this 
poignant drama. Three generations of women share a tiny apartment in Tbilisi, a Georgia city that has been devastated by 
war, political instability, and a ruined economy. Eka (Esther Gorintin) is an elderly woman whose health is failing, but 
her will remains strong and she holds sway over the household. Eka's daughter, Marina (Nino Khomassouridze), is a 
middle-aged woman who is still dealing with the devastating circumstances of her childhood and the death of her hus-
band. And Marina's daughter, Ada (Dinara Droukarova), is a college student who feels trapped by her circumstances and 
abraded by her lack of privacy; she has a lover, but since she must share a bed with her mother, they can only make love 
in his car. The light of Eka's life is her son, Otar, who has fled Tbilisi and lives in Paris. Otar writes frequently and sends 

money as often as he can, and while Marina resents her mother's obvious favoritism toward her brother, she and Ada realize how im-
portant his letters are to her. While Eka is visiting friends, Marina and Ada receive devastating news -- Otar has died in Paris, and 
since he wasn't carrying his visa when his body was found, he's been buried in an unmarked pauper's grave. Afraid this news would 
be a severe blow to Eka's poor health, Marina doesn't tell her mother what has happened, and Ada begins writing letters as Otar to 
maintain the illusion that he's alive. The ruse works well enough until Eka announces she's raised enough money by selling her pos-
sessions to visit her son in France.   

 
Le Weekend, directed by Roger Michell. In Mr. Michell's magically buoyant and bittersweet film, Jim Broadbent and 
Lindsay Duncan play a long-married couple who revisit Paris for a long weekend for the first time since their honey-
moon, in hopes of rekindling their relationship-or, perhaps, to bring it to an end. Diffident, wistful Nick (Broadbent) and 
demanding, take-charge Meg (Duncan) careen from harmony to disharmony to resignation and back again as they take 
stock and grapple with love, loss, regret and, disappointment, in their own very English way. When Meg and Nick run 
into their insufferably successful old friend Morgan, an American academic superstar with a fancy Parisian address 
played with pure delight by Jeff Goldblum, their squabbles rise to a register that's both emotionally rich and very funny.   
 
Unfinished Song, directed by Paul Andrew Williams, is the funny and uplifting story of Arthur (Terence Stamp), a cur-
mudgeon old soul perfectly content with sticking to his dull daily routine until his beloved wife (Vanessa Redgrave) in-
troduces him to a spirited local singing group led by the youthful and charming Elizabeth (Gemma Arterton). This unex-
pected friendship and his discovery of music revitalizes Arthur's passion for new adventures and shows us all life should 
be celebrated at any age.  
 
 
The Lady in the Van, directed by Nicholas Hytner. The true story of Miss Shepherd, an eccentric woman of uncertain 
origins, who 'temporarily' parked her broken-down van in writer Alan Bennett's London driveway, and proceeded to live 
there for the next 15 years.  
 
 
 
 
 
45 Years, directed by Andrew Haigh. There is just one week until Kate Mercer's forty-fifth wedding anniversary and the 
planning for the party is going well. But then a letter arrives for her husband. The body of his first love has been discov-
ered, frozen and preserved in the icy glaciers of the Swiss Alps. By the time the party is upon them, five days later, there 
may not be a marriage left to celebrate.   
 
 
 
 
Elsa and Fred, directed by Michael Radford and Anna Pavignano, is the story of two people who, at the end of the road, 
discover that it's never too late to love and make dreams come true. Elsa has lived for the past 60 years dreaming of a 
moment that Fellini had already envisaged: the scene in 'La Dolce Vita' at the Fontana di Trevi. The same scene without 
Anita Ekberg in it, but with Elsa instead. Without Marcello Mastroiani but with that love that took so long to arrive. Fred 
is a bit younger than Elsa and has always been a good man who did everything he was supposed to do. After losing his 
wife, he feels disturbed and confused and his daughter decides that it would be best if he moves into a smaller apartment 
where he ends meeting Elsa.   
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he kingdom was 
awash with sunshine 
and the subjects were 
all readying to travel 

to other parts of the realm for 
some rest, far from their hovels 
and gardens.  A change of scene 
can be invigorating and it 
helped the subjects deal with 
their everyday lives when they 
returned home.  Spring had 
barely visited the kingdom and 
the flowers and gardens were 
just starting to grow and pro-
duce.  This scribe has re-
searched places to enjoy an ex-
cellent holiday.   
Lady Christina was trying to 
plan a getaway but her getaway 
plans kept getting away.  She always seemed to have just one 
more thing to finish before she could take a break but she needed 
to refuel. Suggested Destination:  Cat Island, Japan:  On Japan's 
east coast, the island of Tashirojima has a population of one hun-
dred humans but they are vastly outnumbered by cats.  Fishermen 
regard them as good luck. No dogs allowed. 
Lady Connie had been troubled by a minor case of the plague, 
thus causing some unenjoyable days off.  She was busy with book 
donations for the Friends of the Library book sale in July.  Sug-
gested Destination:  Thor's Well, Oregon, USA:  This gaping 
sinkhole, also known as Spouting Horn, shoots water 60 feet into 
the air when the surf fills the void.  Something to see for sure. 
Lady Sharon had enjoyed a week off the end of the month, put-
ting her feet up and relaxing by a small body of water.  Not the 
Northern Atlantic for sure but restful just the same.  Suggested 
Destination:  Lake Hillier, Australia:  This lake is situated on the 
largest of the islands in the Recherché Archipelago.  This lake is a 
magnificent deep pink colour due to salt-loving algae and a pink 
bacteria.  Perhaps not a swimming choice. 
Lady Mary had just arrived back from her holiday in the Yukon 
Territory.  A wondrous place and a five star holiday!  She now 
prepared for the TD Summer Reading program.  Suggested Desti-
nation:  Badab-e-Surt, Iran:  Beautiful travertine terraces are an 
incredible natural phenomenon developed over thousands of years 
ago.  These are hot springs that get their beautiful golden colour 
from the iron oxide in the water.  Just the colour of sponge tof-
fee.  (my favourite). 
Lady Miranda had thoroughly enjoyed her trip to Quebec and had 
now prepared the Summer Reading Challenge for the adult sub-
jects in the kingdom.  The competition would be fierce but there 
was a prize offered to the winner.  Suggested Destination:  Soco-
tra Island, Yemen:  This remote island separated from mainland 
Africa looks like the set for a sci-fi movie.  There are trees not 
found anywhere else in the world.  Particularly bizarre are the 
ancient and twisted dragon's blood tree and the bulbous bottle 
tree. 
Wizard Melvyn had enjoyed respite in the realm of Saskatchewan 
at a kite festival that entertained the crowd with amazing kite fly-
ing feats and a life-size whale kite!  Suggested Destination:  The 
Hand in the Desert, Chile:  Chilean sculptor Mario Irarrazabal is 
responsible for this giant hand sculpted out of the sand, in the 
middle of the Chile's Atacama desert. 
Lady Victoria is still dedicating her life to blogging.  She also 
went to see the pandas at the Calgary zoo.  Suggested Destina-
tion:  Whale Bone Alley, Siberia:  A stretch of the northern shore 
on remote Yttygran Island off the coast of Alaska is home to mas-
sive whale jawbones, ribs and vertebrae standing horizontal in the 
ground.  This makes for an eerie alleyway. 

Lady Kirstin has a huge hole in 
her yard.  Not from a meteor 
but because Lady Kirstin is 
having a mud room constructed 
but  apparently the construction 
is really just for the amusement 
of her children.  Suggested 
Destination: Red Beach, Panjin, 
China is a very cool and very 
weird beach that is covered in a 
type of seaweed called Sueda 
which turns bright red in au-
tumn.      
Lady Amy is trying to talk her 
husband into going to Soul Fest 
in Twin Butte.  Even if he 
won't go, she's going to listen to 
some music and visit her grand-
children.  Suggested Destina-

tion:  Glass Beach, California, USA:  This is a glittering sea glass 
beach in California, the only good side effect of rubbish being 
dumped on the beach.  The waves have broken the trash down 
into beautiful glass pebbles. 
Lady Julie was very excited to be leaving for her trip to the Yu-
kon.  Lady Mary could now understand her love of this 
land.  This scribe will report on the success of Lady Julie's trip 
next month.  Suggested Destination:  Fly Geyser, Nevada, 
USA:  This geyser is on the edge of Black Rock Desert.  It was 
created accidentally in 1964 after an energy company drilled into 
geothermal waters.  Now a scalding fountain erupts five feet in 
the air and the minerals build up a brilliantly coloured cone. 
Lady Emma Joy is excited that her school year is over and that 
she will be entering her last year in the fall.  Suggested Destina-
tion:  The Chocolate Hills of Bohol Island, the Phillip-
pines.  These hills dot the middle of the island and are so regular 
in shape they could be mistaken for man-made.  In the fall the 
foliage goes from lush green to brown giving them the appear-
ance of a chocolate coating. 
Lady Carol had received a huge surprise.  One of her daughters 
was already planning her wedding next year and now the other 
daughter had announced her engagement as well.  Two weddings 
next year.  What fun!  Suggested Destination:   Spotted Lake 
B.C.  In the summer the water of this lake evaporates and leaves 
small mineral pools behind, each one a different colour to the 
next.  This lake can be viewed on Highway 3 by Osoyoos but 
visitors may not have access to the lake. 
Lady Morgan is now a movie star.  She is barrel racing in a Trav-
el Alberta tourism video called Lacombe County Alberta 
Boomtown Trail.  She's the one on the horse.  Suggested Destina-
tion:  The Catacombs, Paris, France:  These creepy catacombs are 
a network of old quarry tunnels beneath Paris and the final resting 
place for around 6 million Parisians.   
 
To see beautiful pictures of these interesting destinations please 
ask Mr. Google to show you their uniqueness.  The library ladies 
wish you and yours a wonderful summer.   
 
 

 
Written by your loyal scribe, 

Lady Miss Mary 
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The Library Ladies 


